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Abstract
Crosstalk is defined as the set of unwanted interactions among the
different entities of a network. Crosstalk is present in various degrees
in every system where information is transmitted through a means
that is accessible by all the individual units of the network. Using
concepts from graph theory, we introduce a quantifiable measure for
sensitivity to crosstalk, and analytically derive the structure of the
networks in which it is minimized. It is shown that networks with an
inhomogeneous degree distribution are more robust to crosstalk than
corresponding homogeneous networks. We provide a method to con-
struct the graph with the minimum possible sensitivity to crosstalk,
given its order and size. Finally, for networks with a fixed degree se-
quence, we present an algorithm to find the optimal interconnection
structure among their vertices.
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1 Introduction
Crosstalk affects the function of many complex engineering systems. In mi-
croelectronic circuits, as the frequencies increase, it is increasingly hard to
ensure proper function without isolating the various components from elec-
tromagnetic interference. In wireless communications, we need to make sure
that the input and output signal frequency spectrums are relatively nar-
row to avoid crosstalk with other communication systems. In chemical and
biomolecular systems, different molecules interact with each other in a solu-
tion without explicit mechanisms that bring them in contact. As a result,
there is a potentially large number of spurious interactions, despite which
the cell can function without problems. The potential amount of unwanted
crosstalk interactions increases as a function of the number of the individual
elements in the network, so there is the need to design systems that are op-
timized to minimize or at least decrease the amount of spurious interactions,
in order to keep the network functional. In biological networks, this need is
more pronounced since signaling is implemented through variations of molec-
ular concentrations. Crosstalk does not seem to be a problem in the cell, or
any other natural biological system, despite the large variety of molecules,
and the intricate patterns of interactions. However, in biological design,
even the simplest systems suffer from crosstalk between different elements,
notwithstanding the small complexity of such artificial systems [1]. If there
are molecules that randomly interact with each other without performing
any function, the effective concentration of each molecule which is available
to participate in any given pathway will tend to decrease, and therefore the
efficiency of the circuit will diminish.
In this paper, we find the structure of graphs with the smallest possible
sensitivity to crosstalk, assuming that the crosstalk affinity of each vertex is
either specific to each unit in the network and independent of anything else,
or is a function of its degree, namely the number of other units with which
it is designed to interact within the network.
2 Graph Theory Preliminaries
This section provides a brief introduction to the notions needed from graph
theory that are used throughout this study. A graph (also called a network)
is an ordered pair G = (V, E) comprised of a set V = V(G) of vertices together
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with a set E = E(G) of edges that are unordered 2-element subsets of V. Two
vertices u and v are called neighbors if they are connected through an edge
((u, v) ∈ E) and we write u − v, otherwise we write u/−v. The neighborhood
Nu of a vertex u is the set its neighbors. The degree of a vertex is the number
of neighbors it has. A vertex is said to have full degree if it is connected to
every other vertex in the network. A network is assortative with respect
to its degree distribution when the vertices in the network are connected
to others that have similar degrees. All graphs in this article are simple,
meaning that all edges connect two different vertices, and there is no more
than one edge between any pair of vertices. The order of a graph is the
number of its vertices, |V|. A graph’s size is |E|, the number of edges. We
will denote a graph G of order N and size m as G(N,m) or simply GN,m. A
complete graph is a graph in which each vertex is connected to every other.
A clique in a graph is a subset of its vertices such that every two vertices
in the subset are connected. The order of a clique is the number of vertices
that belong to it. A graphic sequence is a sequence of numbers which can be
the degree sequence of a graph. A path is a sequence of consecutive edges in
a graph and the length of the path is the number of edges traversed. A graph
is connected if for every pair of vertices u and v, there is a path from u to v.
Otherwise the graph is called disconnected. A tree is a graph in which any
two vertices are connected by exactly one path. A weighted graph associates
a weight with every edge. Weights will be restricted to positive real numbers.
An edge is rewired when we change the vertices it is adjacent to. A single
rewiring takes place when we change one of the vertices that is adjacent to
it, and a double rewiring when we change both of them. Finally, a subgraph
H of a graph G is called induced if V(H) ⊆ V(G) and for any pair of vertices
u and v in V(H), (u, v) ∈ E(H) if and only if (u, v) ∈ E(G). In other words,
H is an induced subgraph of G if it has the same edges that appear in G over
the same vertex set.
3 Model
3.1 General Considerations
Assume that we have a weighted graph that represents a network of interac-
tions. We define crosstalk as additional unmodeled interactions among the
vertices of the network. These edges are randomly distributed across the net-
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work, and typically have smaller weights than the original ones. Throughout
the paper, we denote the order of the network |V| as N , and its size |E| as m.
We require that there cannot be any unwanted interactions among vertices
that are already connected in the original network. The crosstalk matrix,
denoted by Rxt, is the weight matrix of all the crosstalk interactions. If there
is crosstalk between vertices u and v, the matrix element wxtu,v will contain
the intensity of that interaction. We will assume that the crosstalk affinity
between any pair of vertices (u, v) /∈ E(G), is bounded:
||Rxt||∞ = max
(u,v)/∈E
wxtu,v ≤ ǫ. (1)
Definition 1. Given a local measure of the crosstalk interaction wxtu,v =
g(u, v) among two vertices u and v, the overall sensitivity to crosstalk of
a network of interactions is defined as the sum of the intensities of all the
spurious interactions among individual units that are not connected,
K(G) =
∑
(u,v)/∈E
wxtu,v. (2)
When the network in question is obvious from the context, we will refer
to its sensitivity to crosstalk simply as K. The order of the graph is finite,
so the overall crosstalk sensitivity is bounded.
||Rxt||1 =
∑
(u,v)/∈E(G)
wxtu,v ≤
((
N
2
)
−m
)
ǫ =M. (3)
We will call M = M(N,m, ǫ) the maximum possible crosstalk intensity of
the network. It is only a function of the size and order of the network along
with the maximum possible crosstalk intensity of any pair of vertices, which
depends on the network and is independent of its specific structure. The
matrix Rxt is constant, assuming that each crosstalk interaction represents
the average over a time period.
Definition 2. We say that a graph G∗ = G∗N,m has minimum sensitivity to
crosstalk, or that it is a minimum crosstalk graph, if for any other graph
G = GN,m of the same order and size, we have
K(G∗) ≤ K(G). (4)
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In what follows, we analyze the crosstalk sensitivity of networks in three
different cases. The first is when the crosstalk affinity of each vertex depends
only on its physical properties, specific to each network. The second and third
cases assume that the crosstalk affinity of each vertex is an increasing func-
tion of its degree. This is a reasonable assumption, especially in biological
networks, natural or man-made. Biological molecules (proteins, for exam-
ple) which are supposed to interact with many others, have a less specific
shape. This is exactly the reason why they can also randomly interact with
many other unrelated molecules. The same argument holds for molecules
that are very specific, and can interact with a small subset of the rest of
the molecules in the network. In DNA systems, if a strand is designed to
interact with many others, it is usually longer and, as a result it can stick to
many unrelated strands that are floating in the solution. In communication
networks, transceivers that are sensitive to a large spectrum of frequencies
are more likely to pick up noise or other random signals from surrounding
transmitters, and the opposite is true for transceivers which have a narrow
input and output frequency range.
3.2 Crosstalk Specific to Individual Vertices
In this first case, we assume that the amount of crosstalk depends on the
specific vertices of the network and the way they interact with each other.
For this reason, we have no control over their intensity. For a given number
of vertices, the larger the size of the graph, the fewer the pairs of vertices
that can spuriously interact with each other, and the overall sensitivity to
crosstalk is decreased. Two extreme cases are the tree graph, when the
number of edges is equal to the minimum possible (m = N−1, given that the
graph is required to be connected) and the complete graph, where m =
(
N
2
)
.
In the tree graph we have
(
N
2
)− (N − 1) = (N−1
2
)
pairs of vertices that may
spuriously interact. The complete graph has no crosstalk interactions, simply
because every vertex is designed to interact with every other. In a network
with size m, the overall crosstalk sensitivity K(G) will be bounded by these
two extremes,
0 ≤ K ≤
(
N − 1
2
)
||Rxt||∞. (5)
We can optimize the structure of this network, by connecting the m pairs
of vertices with the strongest interactions among each other, thus reducing
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||Rxt||∞.
A more interesting problem arises when the intensity of crosstalk interac-
tion is a function of the vertex degrees. In this case, we denote the crosstalk
affinity of vertex u with degree du and vertex v with degree dv as
wxtu,v = g(du, dv) (6)
which represents the intensity of the crosstalk interaction between u and v.
The function g is assumed to be a strictly increasing function in both its
arguments, reflecting our assumption that the more neighbors a vertex has,
the more likely it is to interact with vertices it is not connected with. We
also assume that g is symmetric,
g(du, dv) = g(dv, du). (7)
The affinity f = f(du) of a vertex u is similarly defined as its tendency to
interact with other vertices of the network with which it is not connected,
and consequently not supposed to interact. The following sections present
two scenarios, the first defines g as the sum of the affinity functions of the
two vertices, and the other defines g as the product of their affinities.
4 Pairwise Crosstalk Interactions as the Sum
of the Individual Affinities
If g(x, y) is an additive function, we can write it as
g(x, y) = f(x) + f(y) (8)
where f : R+ → R+ is defined as the affinity of each individual vertex,
and is a strictly increasing function of its degree. We will refer to this type
of crosstalk interactions in the network as additive crosstalk. The overall
sensitivity to crosstalk will then be equal to
K =
∑
(u,v)/∈E(G)
g(du, dv)
=
∑
(u,v)/∈E(G)
(f(du) + f(dv)) . (9)
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4.1 General Form of Graphs with Minimum Sensitiv-
ity to Crosstalk
We will first present some lemmas that will help us formulate the main the-
orem of this section.
Lemma 1. Assume that the function h : R+ → R+ can be written as the
product of two functions f and g, with f : R+ → R+ being strictly increasing,
differentiable and concave function, and g : R+ → R+ is strictly decreasing,
differentiable and concave. Then h is strictly concave.
Proof. The second derivative of h is
h′′(x) = f ′′(x)g(x) + 2f ′(x)g′(x) + f(x)g′′(x). (10)
All three products of the right hand side are negative, since f(x) > 0, f ′(x) >
0, f ′′(x) ≤ 0, g(x) > 0, g′(x) < 0 and g′′(x) ≤ 0, therefore h′′(x) < 0.
Lemma 2. Assume we have a differentiable function f : R+ → R+, with
f ′(x) < 0 and f ′′(x) ≤ 0 for every x ∈ R+. Further assume that for a, b, c, d ∈
R+, we have 0 ≤ a < c ≤ d < b < ∞, and for which a + b = c + d. Then
f(a) + f(b) ≤ f(c) + f(d).
Proof. According to the mean value theorem, there exist numbers a ≤ ξ1 ≤ c
and d ≤ ξ2 ≤ b such that
f
′
(ξ1) =
f(c)− f(a)
c− a (11)
and
f
′
(ξ2) =
f(b)− f(d)
b− d . (12)
Since f is concave,
f ′(ξ2) ≤ f ′(ξ1). (13)
Replacing these derivatives from the equations above, we get
f(b)− f(d)
b− d ≤
f(c)− f(a)
c− a . (14)
Since a + b = c+ d, the denominators are equal by assumption,
c− a = b− d (15)
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and as a consequence
f(b)− f(d) ≤ f(c)− f(a). (16)
Rearranging the terms, the result follows:
f(a) + f(b) ≤ f(c) + f(d). (17)
Definition 3. The total affinity hu of a vertex u is equal to the sum of the
affinities of u to all the vertices of the network that it is not connected with.
Theorem 1. Assume that the function f : R+ → R+ that defines the affinity
of each vertex of the network is a strictly increasing concave function of the
vertex degree. Then the total affinity of every vertex u is equal to
hu = (N − 1− du)f(du) (18)
and the degree distribution of the network with the minimum additive sensi-
tivity to crosstalk is inhomogeneous.
Proof. As shown in equation (9), the crosstalk intensity between any pair
of vertices is only a function of their degrees. Furthermore, the affinity of
each vertex is only a function of its degree, and independent of the vertices
it interacts with. As a result,
hu =
∑
v/∈Nu
f(du) =⇒ hu = (N − 1− du)f(du). (19)
Since hu is also a function of the vertex degree, we will denote the total
affinity as h(du). From Lemma 1 , it is easy to see that h is a positive,
strictly increasing and concave function, since N − 1 − du is a decreasing
positive linear function for 1 ≤ du ≤ N − 1 and f is assumed to be positive,
increasing and concave.
The network which is most robust to crosstalk will be the one with degree
distribution d∗ = [d1, d2, . . . , dN ] such that
d∗ = argmin
d∈P

 ∑
(u,v)/∈E(G)
(f(du) + f(dv))

 (20)
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under the constraints
1 ≤ du ≤ N − 1 ∀u ∈ V(G) (21)
N∑
u=1
du = 2m ≥ 2(N − 1) (22)
where P is the space of graphic degree sequences for connected graphs.
Rewriting equation (9), we get:
K =
∑
(u,v)/∈E(G)
(f(du) + f(dv))
=
∑
u∈V(G)
(N − 1− du)f(du) (23)
=
∑
u∈V(G)
h(du).
The function K is a sum of concave functions, and thus concave. According
to Lemma 2, the optimal d∗ will be achieved for du’s at the boundaries of
the plausible values in the inequality (21).
Corollary 1. When the crosstalk affinity between two vertices is an additive
function of their degrees, the overall crosstalk sensitivity only depends on
the vertex degrees, and does not depend on the structure of the network. In
other words, how robust the network is to crosstalk only depends on its degree
distribution.
Proof. From equation (23), the overall sensitivity of the network only de-
pends on the degree distribution, and is independent of its structure.
Corollary 2. The tree graph that is most robust to additive crosstalk is the
star graph.
Proof. The star network has one vertex with full degree and this vertex has
no crosstalk interactions. The N − 1 peripheral vertices have degree 1, and
may spuriously interact with each other. Hence,
Kstar =
∑
u∈V(G)
(N − 1− du)f(du)
=(N − 1)(N − 2)f(1) + (N − 1) · 0 (24)
=2
(
N − 1
2
)
f(1).
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Every other graph will have vertices with degrees 1 ≤ d ≤ N − 2 with at
least one vertex with degree d ≥ 2. The total number of crosstalk interactions
is equal to twice the number of edges that are not present in the network,
namely 2
(
N−1
2
)
. The sum of all the crosstalk interactions Kalt will then be
Kalt =
∑
u∈V(G)
(N − 1− du)f(du)
> f(1)
∑
u∈V(G)
(N − 1− du)
= f(1)(N(N − 1)− 2(N − 1)) (25)
= 2
(
N − 1
2
)
f(1)
= Kstar.
Corollary 3. Suppose that a vertex u is connected to vertex v with degree
dv, and is not connected to vertex w with degree dw. If dv ≤ dw, and we can
rewire the edge (u, v) to (u, w) while keeping the graph connected, then the
sensitivity of the new network to additive crosstalk is smaller.
Proof. The only vertices whose affinities change are v and w, since the degree
of u, along with any other vertex in the network, stays the same. Thus,
∆K =Knew −Kold
=(N − dv)f(dv − 1) + (N − 2− dw)f(dw − 1)
− (N − 1− dv)f(dv)− (N − 1− dw)f(dw) (26)
=− [h(dv)− h(dv − 1)] + [h(dw + 1)− h(dw)]
<0.
The last inequality holds because h is concave (Lemma 1) and dv < dw.
Definition 4. We define Nx−y as the set of all the neighbors of vertex x
except vertex y, such that
Nx−y =
{ Nx if y /∈ Nx
Nx − {y} if y ∈ Nx. (27)
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Corollary 4. In a graph with the minimum crosstalk sensitivity, for every
pair of vertices a and b, we have
da ≤ db ⇐⇒ Na−b ⊆ Nb−a. (28)
Proof. Counting the elements of the sets Na−b and Nb−a,
Na−b ⊆ Nb−a =⇒ |Na−b| ≤ |Nb−a|. (29)
In addition,
|Na| = |Na−b|+ δ((a, b) ∈ E), |Nb| = |Nb−a|+ δ((a, b) ∈ E) (30)
where δ is the Kronecker delta function, defined as
δ((u, v) ∈ E) =
{
1 if u and v are connected
0 otherwise.
(31)
As a result,
da = |Na| ≤ |Nb| = db. (32)
The necessity of condition (28) is proved, and we will next show the suffi-
ciency of the statement by assuming otherwise and arriving at a contradic-
tion.
Suppose that da ≤ db, but Na−b * Nb−a. This means that there is at least
one vertex that is connected to a, but is not connected to b. Let M ∈ V(G)
be a vertex with degree dM such that
dM ≥ du ∀u ∈ Na ∩ N cb . (33)
Since the graph G has the minimum sensitivity to crosstalk, by Corollary 3,
this means that a is connected to all vertices that have degree larger than
M . If it did not, we could rewire the edge (a,M) to connect a with a vertex
with a larger degree. The same applies for vertex b, and since da ≤ db, the
only way that vertex b would not be connected to M , is when it is connected
to some other vertex P with degree equal to the degree of M ,
dM = dP = θ. (34)
Even in that case, if we rewire the edge that connects b with P , so that after
rewiring it connects b with M , the difference of overall crosstalk sensitivity
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for the graph G will be negative
∆K = Knew −Kold
= h(θ + 1) + h(θ − 1)− 2h(θ) (35)
< 0
because the total crosstalk affinity function h is strictly concave. This means
that G was not a graph with minimum crosstalk sensitivity, which is a con-
tradiction.
Finally note that the last derivation confirms that in the graph with
minimum crosstalk sensitivity,
da = db ⇐⇒ Na−b = Nb−a. (36)
4.2 Rewiring Algorithm
In this section, we describe an algorithm that finds the structure of the
network with the minimum sensitivity to additive crosstalk. We will first
explain how it works, and then prove that it always returns the optimal
network, regardless of the input graph. The algorithm consists of two steps:
The first step (single rewirings) ensures that the condition of equation (28)
holds. In every iteration, it checks if each vertex could be connected to
another neighbor with larger degree, therefore decreasing the overall crosstalk
sensitivity of the graph, according to Corollary 3. The second step ensures
that the required changes that are not possible with single-vertex rewirings
actually take place.
After the first step is finished (there are no more possible single-vertex
rewirings), the degrees of all vertices satisfy equation (28). The resulting
graph is not necessarily one with the minimum possible sensitivity, because
we may have a situation like the one depicted in Figure 1, where we need
to rewire one edge such that we change both vertices it is adjacent to. In
this case, we cannot perform a single rewiring, and we need to delete an
edge from a pair of vertices, and add it to another. There are only two
possible arrangements of the edges among four vertices that may need a
double rewiring transformation (shown in Figure 2), and the condition that
the degrees of these vertices need to satisfy is shown in Table 1.
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Algorithm 1 Find the Graph with Minimum Crosstalk Sensitivity G
Input: An arbitrary connected graph G of order N and size m
Output: The graph with the minimum sensitivity to crosstalk
changeflag← 1
while changeflag==1 do
changeflag← 0
for u ∈ V(G) do
if min
v∈Nu
{dv} ≤ max
w∈N cu
{dw} then
x = argmin
v∈Nu
{dv}; y = argmin
w∈N cu
{dw}
Remove the edge (u, x);Add the edge (u, y); changeflag← 1
if G becomes disconnected then
Revert the changes
end if
end if
end for
end while
changeflag← 1
while changeflag==1 do
changeflag← 0
for A,B,C,D ∈ V(G) do
if (A− B and A− C and A−D and B /−C and B /−D and C /−D)
or (A−B and A−C and B −C and A/−D and B /−D and C /−D)
then
∆GA = g(dA)− g(dA − 1);∆GB = g(dB)− g(dB − 1)
∆GC = g(dC + 1)− g(dC); ∆GD = g(dD + 1)− g(dD)
∆KA,B,C,D = −∆GA −∆GB +∆GC +∆GD
end if
Find the vertex set (A,B,C,D) with the smallest ∆K
if min∆K < 0 and rewiring the edge A − B to C − D keeps G
connected then
Remove the edge (A,B); Add the edge (C,D); changeflag← 1
end if
end for
end while
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⇒Figure 1: An example of a double rewiring needed for the graph to minimize
crosstalk sensitivity. If h1 + 3h4 < h2 + 2h3 + h5 (for example when h(d) =
(N − 1− d)√d), there is no edge that can be rewired keeping one of its endpoints,
and that would decrease the overall sensitivity. A double rewiring is needed,
removing the edge between the red vertices and connecting the green ones with it.
Theorem 2. Provided with an arbitrary graph GN,m, Algorithm 1 returns the
network G∗N,m with the minimum sensitivity to additive crosstalk.
Proof. We need to prove two statements, the first is that the double rewirings
do not affect the condition of equation (28), and the second is that the
algorithm cannot be trapped in a local minimum. Suppose that we perform
a double rewiring (removing the edge (A,B) and adding the edge (C,D))
reducing the overall sensitivity to crosstalk by ∆K, and condition (28) is
violated. This would only be possible if there exists a vertex M with degree
dM such that
dM = dB − 1 and NB−A 6= NM , (37)
so that after removing the edge (A,B), vertices B and M have the same
degrees, and condition (36) does not hold. The last equation also implies
that (A,M) ∈ E , because otherwise NB and NM would be identical after
removing the edge (A,B). But in that case,
∆K ′ = −∆hA −∆hM +∆hC +∆hD < −∆hA −∆hB +∆hC +∆hD = ∆K
(38)
because h is strictly concave, thus ∆hM > ∆hB.
We will now prove that the algorithm cannot be trapped in a local min-
imum by showing that all the individual steps needed in order to reach the
graph with the minimum overall crosstalk sensitivity can be reordered arbi-
trarily. This condition is sufficient in order to prove that when there are no
such rewirings left, we have reached the optimal graph (Figure 3).
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(a)
A B
C D
(b)
A B
C D
(c)
A B
C D
(d)
A B
C D
(e)
A B
C D
(f)
A B
C D
(g)
Figure 2: All nonisomorphic subgraphs of 4 vertices where A − B and C /−D.
See Table 1 for all the allowed degree correlations among the degrees of the four
vertices that satisfy equation (28). Subgraphs (c) and (d) may need a rewiring of
an edge between A and B to connect vertices C and D. Note that if we apply the
double-vertex rewiring, we transform subgraph (c) to subgraph (d) and vice versa.
2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20
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Figure 3: Algorithm 1 cannot be trapped in a local minimum. After decreasing the
overall crosstalk sensitivity (blue line), suppose it stops at a local minimum. Since
we can reorder the steps, and each step decreases the sensitivity at least as much
as when taken individually (equation (45)), we may perform all the decreasing
transformations first and then stop, ending up with a network with smaller overall
sensitivity to crosstalk.
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Graph Possible Degree Order ∆K
a dD ≤ dC ≤ dB ≤ dA > 0
b dD ≤ dC ≤ dB ≤ dA > 0
dD ≤ dB ≤ dC ≤ dA > 0
dD ≤ dC ≤ dB ≤ dA > 0
c dD ≤ dB ≤ dC ≤ dA > 0
dB ≤ dD ≤ dC ≤ dA ?
dD ≤ dC ≤ dB ≤ dA > 0
d dD ≤ dB ≤ dC ≤ dA > 0
dD ≤ dB ≤ dA ≤ dC ?
e dD ≤ dC ≤ dB = dA > 0
f dD ≤ dC ≤ dB ≤ dA > 0
dD ≤ dB ≤ dC ≤ dC > 0
g dD ≤ dC ≤ dB ≤ dA > 0
Table 1: All the possible degree orderings of the degrees of the four vertices shown
in Figure 2, with the difference in the overall crosstalk sensitivity if we rewire the
edge between A and B to connect vertices C and D, and assuming that all possible
single rewirings that decrease crosstalk have already taken place. In all but two
cases, the overall sensitivity to crosstalk increases. Cases (c) and (d) may have a
positive or negative difference (red question marks), depending on the crosstalk
function h,and only if the degrees of the vertices A,B,C,D are ordered as shown.
Note that case (e) is not possible at any time, but is included here for completeness.
The single-vertex rewirings can be performed in an arbitrary order, since
the only way there are no more such rewirings possible is when the network
satisfies equation (28). So it suffices to prove that the double rewirings can
be rearranged. Suppose that we have two or more such rewirings needed.
For each pair of vertices that will accept one extra edge, they can have up
to one vertex in common, whose degree will increase by at least 2. If they
have no vertex in common, the double rewirings are completely independent
of each other, so the statement holds. They cannot have the same vertices,
because these two vertices will already be connected by an edge after one
of the rewirings. Now assume that we can perform two double rewirings.
The first is moving the edge (A,B) to (C,D), changing crosstalk by ∆K1,
and the second is moving the edge (E, F ) to (C, J), changing crosstalk by
∆K2, based on the current degrees of vertices A,B,C,D,E, F and J . If C
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is common in both rewirings, then if we perform the first rewiring and then
perform the second rewiring (now changing the overall crosstalk sensitivity
by ∆K ′2), we will show that
∆K1 < 0,∆K2 < 0 =⇒ ∆K ′2 ≤ ∆K2. (39)
This means that every rewiring makes the subsequent ones decrease the
crosstalk even more than their individual contributions, and there is no way
that a rewiring that increases crosstalk could enable future rewirings to de-
crease the overall crosstalk more than they would have otherwise. Denote
∆K1 = −∆hA −∆hB +∆hC +∆hD < 0 (40)
where
∆hA = h(dA)− h(dA − 1) > 0, ∆hC = h(dC + 1)− h(dC) > 0 (41)
and similarly for the differences of the crosstalk affinities of the other vertices.
By the same token,
∆K2 = −∆hE −∆hF +∆hC +∆hJ < 0. (42)
If we perform the first double rewiring ((A,B) is rewired to (C,D)), the new
degree of vertex C will increase by 1, and as a result
∆K ′2 = −∆hE −∆hF +∆h′C +∆hJ (43)
where
∆h′C = h(dC + 2)− h(dC + 1) < ∆hC (44)
since h is strictly concave. It follows that in every case we have
∆K ′2 ≤ ∆K2. (45)
The same is true when we have more than one double rewiring that decreases
the overall crosstalk sensitivity and removes two or more edges from a ver-
tex, because in that case, we can similarly show that the difference of the
crosstalk affinity of this vertex increases, and since it is negated, the decrease
in crosstalk of the subsequent rewirings will be greater.
Theorem 3. We can find the graph with the lowest sensitivity to crosstalk
in O(N4) time.
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Proof. The first part of the algorithm checks if each edge should be rewired,
which takes O(N2) steps, since we need to check all the vertex pairs, possibly
more than once. The second part of the algorithm needs to check groups of
4 vertices at a time, which will take O(N4) steps. So the overall complexity
of Algorithm 1 is O(N4).
Figure 4: Connected graphs of order N = 6 and size 5 ≤ m ≤ 15 which have
the smallest amount of overall crosstalk sensitivity among their vertices, when the
intensity of the crosstalk interaction between two vertices is equal to the sum of
their individual affinities, and the affinity of each vertex is proportional to the
square root of its degree f(d) = c
√
d. Note that we cannot find the optimal graph
of size m recursively, by adding one extra edge to the optimal graph of size m− 1.
Figure 4 shows an example all the connected graphs with N = 6 vertices
which have the minimum additive crosstalk sensitivity. Figure 5 shows the
form of the total crosstalk affinity of each vertex, and the overall crosstalk of
a graph of order N = 40 as its size increases.
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Figure 5: (a) An example of the overall vertex affinity function h. Here, f(d) =
c
√
d, and h(d) = (N − 1 − d)f(d). (b) The minimum possible overall crosstalk
sensitivity of all graphs with N = 40 vertices and 39 ≤ m ≤ 780 edges has the
shape of the vertex crosstalk function. It is not smooth because d∗ needs to satisfy
additional constraints, most notably d∗ ∈ P.
5 Multiplicative Affinities
If the crosstalk between two vertices is proportional to the product of each
node’s affinity, then we can write the pairwise affinity function g(x, y) as
g(x, y) = f(x)f(y). (46)
We will refer to this type of crosstalk interactions in the network as multi-
plicative crosstalk. In this case, the overall crosstalk sensitivity will be
K =
∑
(u,v)/∈E(G)
g(du, dv)
=
∑
(u,v)/∈E(G)
f(du)f(dv). (47)
Once again, we consider the vertex affinity function f to be a positive,
strictly increasing and concave function of the degree of each vertex. We
will first find the networks with the minimum crosstalk sensitivity under
the assumption above and without any additional constraints. We will then
describe the connectivity of the networks with a fixed degree sequence which
have the lowest sensitivity to multiplicative crosstalk.
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5.1 Structure of Networks with Minimum Crosstalk
Sensitivity
We first define a common graph pattern, and prove some lemmas that will
be needed in order to find the form of the graphs with the lowest possible
sensitivity to crosstalk.
Definition 5. A graph of order N and size
(
N−1
2
)
+ 1 ≤ m < (N
2
)
is called
a Type I almost complete graph when it consists of a clique of order N − 1,
and one additional vertex of degree α = m− (N−1
2
)
connected to it [2]. The
vertices of the clique are called central vertices, and the additional node is
called a peripheral vertex.
An example of such a graph is shown in Figure 6(a). Since the only type of
almost complete graph that we will study is Type I, we will omit mentioning
the type of the almost complete graph without danger of confusion.
(a)
B
A
y
x
B
A
y
x
⇒
(b)
Figure 6: (a) The Type I almost complete graph consists of a clique of order
N −1, and one peripheral vertex (shown in red). (b) If dA < dB and dx > dy then
rewiring the edges A − x and B − y as shown will decrease the overall crosstalk
sensitivity of the graph without changing its degree sequence.
Lemma 3. In a graph with the minimum sensitivity to multiplicative crosstalk,
if A,B, x, y ∈ V(G), then
dA ≤ dB =⇒ dx ≤ dy ∀x ∈ NA ∩ N cB and y ∈ NB. (48)
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Proof. If NA ⊆ NB then the result holds trivially, since NA ∩ N cB = ∅.
Otherwise, there is at least one vertex x that is connected to A and not
connected to B. If we rewire the edges (A, x) and (B, y) to (A, y) and (B, x)
as shown in Figure 6(b), the degree distribution stays the same for every
vertex in the graph. The difference in the overall sensitivity is
∆K =f(dA)f(dx) + f(dB)f(dy)− f(dA)f(dy)− f(dB)f(dx)
=(f(dB)− f(dA))(f(dy)− f(dx)). (49)
This difference should be nonnegative if the graph was optimal before the
rewiring. Since dA ≤ dB, the sensitivity difference above can only be non-
negative if dx ≤ dy.
Lemma 4. Assume that the graph GN,m with vertex set V and edge set E
has the minimum sensitivity to multiplicative crosstalk and that the vertex
affinity f : R+ → R+ is a strictly increasing concave function. Then
(a, b) ∈ E =⇒ (a, x) ∈ E ∀a ∈ V and ∀x ∈ V, such that dx ≥ db.
(50)
Proof. Suppose that this is not the case, and there exists a vertex a and two
vertices b and c such that
(a, b) ∈ E , (a, c) /∈ E with db < dc. (51)
Then, by rewiring the edge between a and b so that it now connects vertices
a and c, the difference in the crosstalk sensitivity will be
∆K =Knew −Kold
=f(da)(f(db)− f(dc))
+ (f(db − 1)− f(db))
∑
u∈N c
b−a
f(du) (52)
+ (f(dc + 1)− f(dc))
∑
v∈N c
c−a
f(dv).
Since f is strictly increasing,
f(db) < f(dc), f(db − 1)− f(db) < 0 and f(dc + 1)− f(dc) > 0 (53)
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and from the concavity of f we see that
|f(db − 1)− f(db)| > |f(dc + 1)− f(dc)|. (54)
In addition, from Lemma 3,∑
u∈Nb−a
f(du) <
∑
v∈Nc−a
f(dv). (55)
Taking into account that the degrees of all other vertices in G remain constant
after the transformation, ∑
w∈V(G)
w 6=b,w 6=c
f(dw) = constant (56)
we find that ∑
u∈N c
b−a
f(du) >
∑
v∈N c
c−a
f(dv). (57)
Combining the above equations,
∆K < 0. (58)
This means that the overall crosstalk sensitivity of the graph G has decreased
after applying this transformation, which is a contradiction.
The lemma above shows a necessary condition for the optimality of a
network with respect to crosstalk: Every vertex should be connected with
vertices of the largest degree possible.
Corollary 5. In the network with the minimum sensitivity to multiplicative
crosstalk, the neighborhood set of every vertex u with degree du is
Nu = {N − du + 1, N − du + 2, . . . , N}. (59)
Corollary 6. In a network with the minimum sensitivity to multiplicative
crosstalk, there is at least one vertex with full degree.
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Proof. From Corollary 5, u will connect to the du vertices with the largest
degrees. In addition, every vertex u has degree du ≥ 1, since we assumed
that the graph is connected. As a result, the vertex with the largest degree
in the network is connected to all other N − 1 vertices in the graph.
Now we are ready to prove the main theorem of this section.
Theorem 4. If the crosstalk affinity of each vertex is a positive, increas-
ing and concave function of its degree, then a graph with minimum overall
multiplicative crosstalk sensitivity consists of a complete or almost complete
subgraph, and the vertices that do not belong to it have degree equal to 1. All
vertices of degree 1 have the same common neighbor, which is a vertex with
full degree.
Proof. We will start from any graph G that satisfies equations (48) and (50)
but does not have the aformentioned form. Then, with transformations that
only reduce the sensitivity to crosstalk, we will arrive at the graph with this
structure. Suppose that the initial graph G has a degree distribution
d = [d1, d2, . . . , dN ] (60)
where the elements of the vertex set V(G) = {1, 2, . . .N} are ordered in
increasing degree, such that
1 ≤ d1 ≤ d2 ≤ · · · ≤ dN ≤ N − 1. (61)
The overall sensitivity to crosstalk can be written as
K(G) =
∑
(u,v)/∈E(G)
f(du)f(dv)
=
∑
u∈V(G)
f(du)
[ ∑
v∈V(G)
v>u,v/∈Nu
f(dv)
]
. (62)
Applying the above equation to our specific V(G),
K(G) =
N∑
u=1
f(du)
[
N∑
v=u+1
v/∈Nu
f(dv)
]
. (63)
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Taking into account Corollary 5, we can simplify the expression of the overall
crosstalk sensitivity as
K(G) =
N∑
u=1
f(du)
[
N−du∑
v=u+1
f(dv)
]
. (64)
Now, suppose that d is not a degree sequence that corresponds to the form
in the statement of the theorem. We pick the vertex a with the smallest
possible degree such that da > 1. We also pick vertex b = a+ 1, with degree
db ≥ da. From equation (59), we get
Na ⊆ Nb. (65)
More precisely,
Na = {N−da+1, N−da+2, . . . , N} and Nb = {N−db+1, N−db+2, . . . , N}.
(66)
By successively rewiring edges in G, we will change the overall sensitivity
each time by ∆K, and when the graph is transformed to G∗ with
K(G∗) ≤ K(G) (67)
no additional transformations will be possible. If G does not have the form
in the statement of the theorem, there is at least one edge in the graph
that can be rewired from vertex a to vertex b. We delete the edge (a,N +
1 − da), and add an edge to connect vertices b and N − db. It is worth
noting that according to Corollary 6, any such transformation will keep the
graph connected, because the vertex with full degree is connected to every
other vertex in the network as long as we do not remove any edge from a
vertex with degree 1. The size of the graph remains the same, and the new
neighborhoods of vertices a and b are respectively
N ′a = {N−da+2, N−da+3 . . . N} and N ′b = {N−db, N−db+1, . . . N}.
(68)
We denote the vertices with the smallest degrees that are neighbors to b and
a as C = N+1−db and D = N+1−da respectively. According to inequality
(61),
C ≤ D =⇒ dC ≤ dD. (69)
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The difference in crosstalk after applying the transformation is
∆K =f(da − 1)
N+1−da∑
u=a+1
f(du) + f(db + 1)
N−1−db∑
v=b+1
f(dv)
− f(da)
N−da∑
u=a+1
f(du) + f(db)
N−db∑
v=b+1
f(dv)
+ (f(dC + 1) + f(dD − 1))
a−1∑
z=1
f(1) (70)
− (f(dC) + f(dD))
a−1∑
z=1
f(1).
Rearranging the terms, we get
∆K =[f(da − 1)− f(da)]
[
N−da∑
u=a+1
f(du)
]
+ [f(db + 1)− f(db)]
[
N−db∑
v=b+1
f(dv)
]
(71)
+ [f(da − 1)f(dD)− f(db + 1)f(dC)]
+ [f(dD − 1)− f(dD) + f(dC + 1)− f(dC)]
[
a−1∑
z=1
f(1)
]
.
The sum above is clearly negative, so the transformation reduces the overall
sensitivity to crosstalk of graph G. We may repeat the process described
here, reducing the overall sensitivity at each step, until we transform the
initial graph to the graph described in the theorem statement.
Figure 7 shows all the graphs of order N = 6 and size 5 ≤ m ≤ 15 with
the minimum overall crosstalk sensitivity.
Theorem 5. If the crosstalk affinity of each vertex is a positive, increas-
ing and concave function f of its degree, then the minimum possible overall
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Figure 7: Connected graphs of order N = 6 and size 5 ≤ m ≤ 15 which have the
smallest overall crosstalk sensitivity, when the pairwise crosstalk intensity between
two vertices is equal to the product of the individual affinities, and the affinity of
each vertex is a positive, increasing and concave function of its degree.
multiplicative crosstalk sensitivity of a graph is equal to
K =(d− 1− α)f(α)f(d− 2) + (N − d)f(α)f(1)
+ (N − d)(α− 1)f(d− 1)f(1)
+ (N − d)(d− 1− α)f(d− 2)f(1) (72)
+
(
N − d
2
)
f 2(1)
where
d =
⌈
1
2
(
3 +
√
9 + 8m− 8N
)⌉
(73)
is the number of vertices in the (almost) complete subgraph and
α = m−
(
d− 1
2
)
− (N − d) (74)
is the degree of the vertex with the smallest number of neighbors in it.
Proof. The overall sensitivity will be calculated by computing intensity of
the crosstalk interactions among the different vertex groups in the minimum
crosstalk sensitivity graphs. Suppose that the almost complete (or complete)
subgraph consists of d vertices, d−1 of which form a complete subgraph and
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the peripheral vertex of the subgraph has degree has degree α. The degree
of the peripheral vertex is allowed to be equal to d − 1, in which case, we
have a complete subgraph. In addition, there are N − d vertices with degree
equal to 1. Counting all edges of the graph, we find that
m =
(
d− 1
2
)
+ α+ (N − d). (75)
This equation needs to be solved for the variables d and α, under the condi-
tions
α ∈ N∗, d ∈ N∗ (76)
and
2 ≤ α ≤ d− 1. (77)
As mentioned above, when α = d−1, we have a complete subgraph, otherwise
we have an almost complete subgraph. In order to find the order of the almost
complete graph, we assume that the optimal graph consists of a complete
subgraph of order d0, and that α = d0 − 1. Then the equation that needs to
be solved has only one variable d0(
d0
2
)
+ (N − d0) = m (78)
which after rearranging the terms becomes a second order polynomial in d0,
namely
d20 − 3d0 + (2N − 2m) = 0 (79)
with roots
d0 =
1
2
(
3±√9 + 8m− 8N
)
. (80)
One of the solutions will be zero or negative (m ≥ N for connected graphs
that are not trees), so we need to pick the positive solution. In addition, d
needs to be an integer. Since we have artificially increased α in the above
solution, d ≥ d0 and d is the smallest integer that is larger than d0, so we
need to pick the ceiling of the positive real number from the above equation,
d =
⌈
1
2
(
3 +
√
9 + 8m− 8N
)⌉
. (81)
Given the value of d, the value of α can be found from equation (75). Now
that the structure of the optimal network is specified, we need to add up all
the crosstalk contributions from all the vertices of the graph:
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• Crosstalk between the peripheral vertex and the d − 1 − α vertices of
degree d− 2 of the almost complete graph that it is not connected to:
K1 = (d− 1− α)f(α)f(d− 2). (82)
• Crosstalk between the peripheral vertex and the N − d single-edge
vertices:
K2 = (N − d)f(α)f(1). (83)
• Crosstalk among the single-edge vertices:
K3 =
(
N − d
2
)
f 2(1). (84)
• Crosstalk among the vertices that are connected to the peripheral ver-
tex and the single-edge vertices:
K4 = (α− 1)(N − d)f(d− 1)f(1). (85)
In the equation above, the first term is α− 1 instead of α because the
vertices of degree 1 are all connected to one of these α vertices of the
(almost) complete graph, and the crosstalk of this vertex is zero.
• Crosstalk among the vertices of the almost complete graph that are not
connected to the peripheral vertex, and the single-edge vertices:
K5 = (d− 1− α)(N − d)f(d− 2)f(1). (86)
Adding up the above terms, we get the total amount of crosstalk interac-
tions in the network:
K = K1 +K2 +K3 +K4 +K5. (87)
K = f(α) [(d− 1− α)f(d− 2) + (N − d)f(1)]︸ ︷︷ ︸
Total crosstalk of the peripheral vertex
+ (N − d)f(1) [(α− 1)f(d− 1) + (d− 1− α)f(d− 2)]︸ ︷︷ ︸
Crosstalk between the almost complete graph and the single-edge vertices
(88)
+
(
N − d
2
)
f 2(1).︸ ︷︷ ︸
Crosstalk among the single-edge vertices
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Figure 8: The minimum possible overall crosstalk sensitivity of a graph with 40
vertices and a size of 39 ≤ m ≤ 780 when the vertex crosstalk affinity is f(d) = d.
The green and red lines are the envelopes for the local minima and local maxima
respectively.
An example of the overall crosstalk sensitivity as we increase the size of
the graph of given order is shown in Figure 8.
We notice that the overall crosstalk sensitivity has “ripples”. This hap-
pens because as we add more edges, the average degree of the vertices in-
creases, and the average crosstalk intensity among vertices also becomes
larger. After adding one edge between two edges, the average decrease in
crosstalk also increases, because there is no spurious interaction between
them any more. Consequently, the variance of the overall crosstalk sensitiv-
ity increases with number of edges in the network. The local minima are
achieved when the graph consists of a complete subgraph and the rest of the
vertices have degree equal to one.
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5.2 Minimization of Crosstalk Sensitivity For Networks
with Fixed Degree Sequence
Assume that we have a network with a given degree distribution
d = [d1, d2, . . . , dN ] (89)
where the degree of each vertex 1 ≤ k ≤ N is fixed and equal to dk. If we are
free to choose the structure of the network, in order to minimize the overall
crosstalk sensitivity of the network, we need to connect vertices with similar
degrees together, as the next theorem shows.
Theorem 6. Suppose that we have a network with a given degree distribu-
tion d. Then, the structure that minimizes the sensitivity to multiplicative
crosstalk is assortative in the vertex degrees.
Proof. Suppose we have a network, where vertices A and B are connected,
vertices C and D are also connected, and there are no more edges among
them. One way to change the structure without changing the degree sequence
of the graph is shown in Figure 9. This method (first described in [4]) keeps
the degrees of each vertex constant. Initially, the overall crosstalk sensitivity
among the four vertices A,B,C and D is
M0 = f(dA)f(dC) + f(dA)f(dD) + f(dB)f(dC) + f(dB)f(dD). (90)
After transformation T1 (see Figure 9 for details), the overall crosstalk sen-
sitivity among the same vertices is
M1 = f(dA)f(dB) + f(dA)f(dC) + f(dB)f(dD) + f(dC)f(dD) (91)
and similarly, if we apply the second transformation T2
M2 = f(dA)f(dB) + f(dA)f(dD) + f(dB)f(dC) + f(dC)f(dD). (92)
Consequently, the difference of the overall crosstalk sensitivity of the network
if we apply T1 is
∆KT1 = f(dA)f(dB)− f(dA)f(dD)− f(dB)f(dC) + f(dC)f(dD) (93)
∆KT1 = (f(dC)− f(dA)) (f(dD)− f(dB)) . (94)
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Figure 9: A rewiring method that keeps the degree of each vertex constant. Assume
that vertices A and B are connected, as are C and D. There are no other edges in
this induced subgraph. We can rearrange the edges by connecting A with D and
B with C, or by connecting A with C and B with D. Each transformation can be
reversed, and we can go from any subgraph to another in one step.
If we apply the transformation T2
∆KT2 = f(dA)f(dB)− f(dA)f(dC)− f(dB)f(dD) + f(dC)f(dD) (95)
∆KT2 = (f(dC)− f(dB)) (f(dD)− f(dA)) . (96)
We order the degrees of the four vertices (there are 4! = 24 possible order-
ings), and without loss of generality, we require that
dA ≤ dB and dC ≤ dD (97)
which reduces the number of possible orderings to 6, shown in Table 2. If
both transformations result in an increase in the overall crosstalk sensitivity,
this means that the current arrangement of edges ((A,B) and (C,D)) is
optimal. This happens when one of the following inequalities hold:
dA ≤ dB ≤ dC ≤ dD (98)
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Degree Order ∆KT1 ∆KT2
dA ≤ dB ≤ dC ≤ dD ≥ 0 ≥ 0
dA ≤ dC ≤ dB ≤ dD ≤ 0 ≤ 0
dA ≤ dC ≤ dD ≤ dB ≤ 0 ≤ 0
dC ≤ dA ≤ dB ≤ dD ≤ 0 ≤ 0
dC ≤ dA ≤ dD ≤ dB ≤ 0 ≥ 0
dC ≤ dD ≤ dA ≤ dB ≥ 0 ≥ 0
Table 2: All possible orderings of the degrees of vertices A, B, C and D, with dA ≤
dB and dC ≤ dD, and the resulting difference in the overall crosstalk sensitivity
among them for transformations T1 and T2 (see also Figure 9).
dC ≤ dD ≤ dA ≤ dB. (99)
Also note that transformation T2 always yields a network with smaller
overall crosstalk sensitivity than transformation T1, because
∆KT3 =M2 −M1
=f(dA)f(dD) + f(dB)f(dC)− f(dA)f(dC)− f(dB)f(dD)
=(f(dA)− f(dB))(f(dD)− f(dC)) (100)
≤0
by the assumption of the relative degrees of the pairs (A,B) and (C,D).
More importantly,
M2 =M0 +∆KT2
=M0 +∆KT1 +∆KT3 (101)
=M1 +∆KT3 .
This shows that the overall sensitivity of a graph does not depend on the
order in which we apply any transformations. The difference in the overall
crosstalk sensitivity is equal to the sum of individual differences, and the
only thing that matters is the structure of the network before and after the
performed changes. In order to minimize the overall sensitivity to crosstalk,
we need to connect vertices with large degrees with other vertices with large
degrees and similarly for vertices with small degrees.
Lemma 5. A degree sequence d = [d1, d2, . . . dN ] is a graphic sequence if and
only if the degree sequence d′ = [d2−1, d3−1, . . . , dd1+1−1, dd1+2, . . . , dN−1, dN ]
is a graphic sequence.
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Proof. See [3].
Algorithm 2 Find the Connected Graph G with Minimum Sensitivity to
Multiplicative Crosstalk
Input: A graphic sequence d = [d1, . . . dN ] with d1 ≤ d2 ≤ · · · ≤ dN .
Output: The graph with the lowest sensitivity to crosstalk.
G ← Empty Graph with V(G)=1,2,. . . N
k ← 0
while d 6= [0] do
k ← k + 1
r ← First element of d
Connect vertex k with vertices k + 1, k + 2, . . . , k + r
d← [d2 − 1, d3 − 1, . . . , dr+1 − 1, dr+2, . . . , dN−1, dN ]
end while
while G is not connected do
Find the two components F ,S with the smallest average degrees , d¯F ≤
d¯S .
Pick vertices A,B with the largest degree in F with dA ≤ dB.
Pick vertices C,D with the largest degree in S with dC ≤ dD.
Add edges (A,C) and (B,D); Remove edges (A,B) and (C,D)
end while
Return G
Theorem 7. Algorithm 2 returns a connected network with the lowest pos-
sible overall sensitivity to multiplicative crosstalk.
Proof. By construction, the first part of the algorithm produces the network
with the most assortative structure possible, and therefore the network with
the smallest possible overall crosstalk sensitivity. The only problem would
be if this network is not connected. In this case, we need to carry out one
rewiring that will have minimum impact to the overall sensitivity. It suf-
fices to prove that the algorithm works when the graph has two unconnected
components, since this procedure can easily be generalized for an arbitrary
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number of components. Suppose that the first component F has degree se-
quence dF = [d1, d2, . . . , dc] and the second component S has degree sequence
dS = [dc+1, dc+2, . . . , dN ]. In order to make the graph connected, we need to
apply the transformation T2 of Figure 9, to rewire one edge in F and one
edge in S so that they connect vertices in the different components. The
difference of the overall crosstalk sensitivity is given in equation (96), where
the four vertices have degrees
dc−1 ≤ dc ≤ dc+1 ≤ dc+2. (102)
The difference will be
∆c = (f(dc+1)− f(dc))(f(dc+2)− f(dc−1)), (103)
which is the smallest possible positive difference while connecting the two
components. Repeating this procedure for all the components of the graph,
we end up with a connected graph, which has the minimum possible addi-
tional overall sensitivity to crosstalk compared to the unconnected case.
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